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Affordable Learning Georgia Grants Collections are intended to provide 
faculty with the frameworks to quickly implement or revise the same 
materials as a Textbook Transformation Grants team, along with the aims 
and lessons learned from project teams during the implementation 
process.  
 
Each collection contains the following materials: 
 
 Linked Syllabus  
o The syllabus should provide the framework for both direct 
implementation of the grant team’s selected and created 
materials and the adaptation/transformation of these 
materials.  
 Initial Proposal 
o The initial proposal describes the grant project’s aims in detail. 
 Final Report 
o The final report describes the outcomes of the project and any 
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DATES TOPIC Textbook  









 Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -Section 1.1:   Pages 93-101; Section 1.2:   Pages 105 
– 110:;       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaQXFstxCMo (Forms of Linear Equations) 
;https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-basics/core-algebra-graphing-lines-slope/core-
algebra-graphing-intercepts/v/x-and-y-intercepts 
















Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -  Section 2.3, Pages 244-252; Section 2.4 , Pages 259-


















Value  Functions 
Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -  Section 1.7: Pages 182 -191, View the Khan 




Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) - Section 1.6:, Pages176-177; Handout 4.1  Graphing 






















Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -  Section 2.6 , Pages 286 - 297 and 2.7, Pages 300 – 

























Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -  Section 1.3 , Pages 132 -136;  Section 3.1, Pages, 
330 – 342     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBdtKR3btvs 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lEkex7L-bc8 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2v90BDEfXY 









Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) -  Section 1.4, Pages 137 – 141. 






















Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e), Section 2.5, Pages 270-281.  
 





Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e),  Section 3.2 Pages 347-359 
 












Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e), Section 3.4 Pages 376-386. 












Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e), Section 3.5 Pages 391-405.  
 














Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e)  , Section 1.2, Pages 111-117.  
 



















Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e) Section 3.7, Pages 423-430.  
 





















Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e); Section 3.6: Pages 410-415 and 418-420.   














Types of Equations 
Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e); Section 1.6, Pages 167-178. 
 

















































Blitzer’s Algebra and Trigonometry (5e);   Section 4.3, Pages 469-476 







 Read Section 4.4, , Pages 479-489 


























































































  2c.  identifying  other  free,  online  tutorial  and  laboratory  resources  to  engage 
students in a deeper understanding of the topics and concepts covered in these courses. 




1.1 STATEMENT OF TRANSFORMATION 
The Need:   More than 88% of FVSU students are on financial aid. Because of  limited finances, 
far  too many students are either delayed  in purchasing  their pre‐calculus and college algebra 
textbooks or, ultimately, not able to afford the purchases. These courses also have a required 
MyMathLab (MML) component.  There is a noticeable increase in student absentee rates once 
the 17‐day,  free, MML  trial period ends. Because many students are not  immediately able  to 
purchase  the  required  MML  access  codes,  achievement  and  retention  rates  are  adversely 
impacted. 
The  Stakeholders: As  the primary  stakeholders,  students will benefit most  significantly  from 
having  ready  access  to  no‐cost,  high  quality  text  resources.   Higher  pass  rates  and  student 
retention rates meet the university’s cost‐effectiveness goals. Therefore, the university stands 




videos,  student  achievement  and  cost‐savings  will  be  sizeable.  Ready  access  to  curricular 
resources  will  enhance  students’  self‐confidence,  self‐image  and  attitudes  towards  learning 
(Harley et al., 2003). Equipped with the proper resources, all students in the classroom will be 
on  a  level  field,  prepared  to  engage  the mathematics  course  content  in  greater  depth.  The 




multimedia  learning  resources will  transform  the  students’  intellectual  experiences  in  these 








Adoption of Course Materials: Project  faculty will review  for adoption the  free, on‐line 
resources and align  them with departmental goals and objectives  for precalculus and 
college algebra. Among the open‐sourced materials to be reviewed are: Khan Academy 
tutorials;  free  resources  from  Affordable  Learning  Georgia;  content  from  stitz‐
zeager.com/;  openstaxcollege.org;  and  collegeopentextbook.org  and  laboratory 
exercises from the West Texas A & M virtual math laboratory.  Critical Thinking Modules 
previously developed by the faculty will be converted to digital notes and uploaded into 




resources and  free  text  support. Appropriate  references and  links  to online  resources 
will be  identified according to the outlined topics and objectives or each course. There 
will be  links  to  the  library  libguides and other  free  resources placed on  reserve  in  the 
library. A checklist for navigating multimedia components of the course will be added.  
Activities  of  Team  Members:    Subject  matter  experts,  Professors  Davis,  Cartwright, 
Burell, and Chitsonga will review online course resources, develop the course content, 
infuse  the Critical Thinking Modules  into  the  content and prepare  the video  lectures. 
The Librarian will assist in creating libguides for courses and uploading videos and digital 
course  content  into D2L.  The Director  of  the  Center  for  Teaching  and  Learning will 
assist  with  the  Video  Lecture  Capture  process,  ensure  that  the  courses  adhere  to 
“Quality Matters” criteria and conduct  the professional development of  faculty with a 






Quantitative Data – The percentage of students evidencing gains  from  the pre‐to  the 
post tests, on the General Education Outcomes assessments and on the common final 
examinations  (proficiency  levels of 70% or better),  and  the percentage  scoring  above 
the  norm  on  the  Collegiate  Assessment  of  Academic  Proficiency  (CAAP)  in  Critical 
Thinking  and  in  Mathematics  will  provide  evidence  of  success.  The  common  final 
examination will be used  to measure students’ mastery of  the course content. Course 
grades will  provide  indirect measures  of  achievement.   An  annualized  15%  or  better 
decrease  in end‐of‐course grades at  the DWF  rate will be used as an  indicator of  this 
project’s  success.  The noted  10  (2) percentage points  increase  in  the  college  algebra 
(pre‐calculus) ABC rates from 2011 to 2012 and beyond (Fig.1) is aligned with the critical 
thinking transformation of these courses. Analytics from the Video Lecture Capture will 





learning.    Focused  group  discussions  with  randomly  selected  students  from  these 









Fall 2010 – Spring 2011  348 (48%) 218 (57%) 370 (52%)  167 (43%)
Fall 2011 – Spring 2012  302 (58%) 172 (59%) 216 (42%) 
122 (41%) 
Fall 2012 – Spring 2013  272 (57%) 152 (57%) 206 (43%)  117 (43%)
1.4 TIMELINE 











Faculty salary and released time for course production  $ 5,000  4  $ 20,000 
Clerical Support @ $ 7/hr for 80 days ( 4hrs ea.)  $    7.00  320  $ 2,240 
Travel  $    400  2  $      800 
Graphic Designer  $ 1,320  1   $ 1,320 
Faculty Workshops and conferences  $    140  1  $     140 
Video Lecture Capture System  $ 3,000  1  $ 3,000 
  Supplies  $    500  3  $ 1, 500 
TOTAL      $ 29,000 
1.6 SUSTAINABILITY PLAN 
College algebra and pre‐calculus are offered each semester. The department’s full adoption of 
these  transformed courses will ensure  that  they are  reviewed annually  for  improvement and 














The  flipped  classroom  allows  students  to  engage  collaboratively  and  cooperatively  in  the 
teaching/learning process.  Students have open and frequent access, beyond the classroom, to 
instructional  resources  that  broaden  their  understanding  and  prepare  them  for  in‐class 
instruction.  This  model  places  students  more  actively  in  the  learning  process  giving  them 
diverse, hands‐on experiences that are designed to  increase their communications with other 
students.    The  priority  feature  of  this model  is  the  shift  from  students  simply  covering  the 
classroom materials to mastering it. 
Browne, E.  (2005). Structural and pedagogic changes  in  further and higher education: A case 
study approach. Journal of Further and Higher Education, 29(1), 49‐59. 
This study examines  the  role of  learning  technologies  in developing  faculty’s use of structure 
and  innovative  pedagogies.  Learning  more  about  the  parameters,  interests  and  issues 






Students  used  podcasts‐lectures  in  their  private  study  space.   While many  students  benefit 




at  UC  Berkeley.  University  of  California  Berkeley:  Center  for  Studies  in  Higher  Education 
Retrieved from: http://escholarship.org/uc/item/68d9t1rm 
 
Using  educational  and  technological  resources  provide  cost‐effective  options  for  students, 
particularly  considering  projected  enrollment  growth.  The  quality  of  pedagogy  and  the 
economic  impact of using on‐line  teaching materials will  result  in  significant  restructuring of 







Well‐designed  and  implemented  multimedia  instruction  can  significantly  enhance  student 
learning.  
 





as:  the  presentation    of  design‐  whether  audio  or  visual;  the  ease  of  navigation  of  the 








Authoring on  the Fly  system  (AOF), which has been used  in many different  courses over  the 
past years, allows us to automatically produce a multimedia document with an HTML overview. 























Fort Valley State University 
Center for Teaching & Learning (CTL) 
303 Hunt Memorial Library 
 
 
A State and Land-Grant University in the University System of Georgia 1005 State University Drive, Fort Valley, Georgia 31030-4313 
Ph 478-822-6991 · Fax 478-825-3357 
An Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Institution 
 
Dear Dr. Davis, 
 
I applaud your efforts and those of your colleagues in the Math Department in submitting a proposal 
for the Textbook Transformation Category-4 Grant, sponsored by the Affordable Learning Georgia 
(ALG) office of the University System of Georgia (USG). As the ALG campus champion for 
FVSU, and having worked with you for a few years now, I am aware of your efforts to implement 
strategies to make learning more affordable for our students without compromising the quality of 
instruction they receive. You have been responding to the struggles of our students to keep up with 
rising cost of class materials while financial resources continued to be severely limited. Therefore, 
this grant will provide added resources for you to advance what has already been a passion.   
 
As Director for the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL), I pledge our support in any way we 
can. We will provide ongoing training in effective pedagogies relating to implementing contextual 
learning strategies in order to make instruction relevant and interesting to students. We believe that 
students demonstrate greater interest in courses when they value them as having present or future 
relevance to their lives. The CTL will also provide training in effective strategies for implementing 
a Video Lecture Capture (VLC) System in the classroom, and for extracting data from the VLC, 
which would provide information about its effectiveness in impacting student performance. 
 
We hope your proposal will result in a successfully funded project, and we look forward to working 




Ian Toppin, Ed.D. 
Director, Offices of Enhancing Critical Thinking & Center for Teaching & Learning 
Fort Valley State University 
1005 State University Drive 





Affordable Learning Georgia Textbook Transformation Grants  
Final Report 
FORT VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Dr. Josephine D. Davis, Principal Investigator 
 
 
Date: May 20, 2016 
Grant Number: 113  
Institution Name: Fort Valley State University 
Team Members: 
1) Dr. Samuel Cartwright, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
cartwris@fvsu.edu 
2) Dr. Shadreck Chitsonga, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
chitsongas@fvsu.edu 
3) Mrs. Bhavana Burell, Senior Lecturer, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
burellb@fvsu.edu 
4)  Dr. Ian Toppin, Director, QEP and Faculty Development, toppini@fvsu.edu 
 
Project Lead: Dr. Josephine D. Davis, Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, 
davisj@fvsu.edu 
Course Names and Course Numbers: College Algebra, MATH 1111 AND Precalculus, MATH 
1113 
Semester Project Began:   Summer, 2015 
Semester of Implementation: Spring, 2016 
Average Number of Students Per Course Section: 20.5 in MATH 1111 and 25 in MATH 1113 
Number of Course Sections Affected by Implementation:  8 Course Sections 
Total Number of Students Affected by Implementation: 173 Students Affected  
Total Cost Savings of the Transformation Project to Students:  $ 65, 913 
 
1.  Narrative 
A.  Describe the key outcomes, whether positive, negative, or interesting, of your project.  
Include: 
 Summary of the FVSU transformation experience, including challenges and 
accomplishments 
 
The Affordable Learning transformation experience at FVSU involved a complete redesign of 
two courses, college algebra and precalculus. Not only were a low-cost textbook and a new 
student support system utilized, but the content of these courses was redesigned so as to 
require, for future enrolled students, that college algebra will be a pre-requisite for 
precalculus.  The Mathematics Faculty voted to support this re-alignment of content and 
course restructuring to bring the credit hour requirement for precalculus more in line with 
other institutions within the University System of Georgia, from 4- to a 3-hour credit 
precalculus course requirement. 
 
 The FVSU Affordable Learning Project Development Team met once every two weeks 
during the 2015 Summer Semester and twice monthly during the 2015 Fall Semester to 
develop and coordinate the curricular redesign and technology integration components of 
the project. Free course resources on the web were reviewed for adoption and the 
advantages and disadvantages of three classroom management systems were examined.  
These systems were needed to provide tutorial, homework and testing support.  The team 
examined MyMathLab, WebWorks and WebAssign.  After training for WebAssign was 
completed and after negotiations with MyMathLab representatives failed to result in 
lowered costs to students, our project team decided to adopt the WebAssign software 
system.  We soon encountered a challenge.  We discovered that substantial faculty effort 
was required with this system to develop sets of problems, quizzes and tests appropriate to 
the topics covered in the two proposed courses.  By the time the team learned that this 
level of content development was required to use WebAssign, there was not enough time to 
perform the work by the proposed Spring, 2016 Semester of implementation.   
 
Then, after examining the Open Stax Precalculus Textbook with which WebAssign would be 
used, the faculty agreed that the quality of the content and the exercise sets in this textbook 
was not appropriate to our needs.  MyMathLab was already being used in the department; 
everyone was familiar with this course management system.  Therefore, we negotiated 
again with our Pearson Book Company representative to lower the cost for MyMathLab.  
The Pearson representative introduced us to MathXL, an inexpensive version of MyMathLab 
System having comparable features. Therefore, we were able to meet our no-cost obligation 
by using the laboratory fee that students were already required to pay for these courses.   
This arrangement was approved by the Fort Valley State University administration and has 
proved highly successful in terms of implementation.  We worked diligently with the 
information technology personnel to be prepared to launch the courses by the target date. 
By the start of the Spring 2016 Semester, all faculty members who had been assigned to 
teach college algebra and precalculus had been trained in the use of MATH XL.  They were 
knowledgeable of the redesigned curriculum and aware of the need to rely solely online 
resources to teach these courses. These redesigned courses fully utilized appropriate open 
resources.  
 
 Transformative impacts on your instruction 
The major impact that this grant had on instruction was rendering the classroom a 
more dynamic place.  Faculty members used open resources more often  than in 
previous semesters to highlight instruction. Additionally, a greater responsibility was 
placed on the learner to be more accountable for preparing for class in advance. 
These instructors found it useful to be more innovative with their pedagogy.  The e-
book facilitated more readily the use of the “Flipped” Classroom instructional 
strategy.   
 Transformative impacts on your students and their performance 
 
Overall, it was noted that students were more attentive in class since technology 
enabled everyone in the class to have immediate access to the e-textbook. A greater 
responsibility was placed on students to read the course content online in 
preparation for their online homework assignments. Students were also tasked to 
read the course content prior to coming to class and be prepared to engage in class 
discussions. This approach resulted in students engaging more deeply into the 
course content by asking questions and using appropriate math language.  Students 
also took advantage of the videos embedded in the lessons. 
 
B. Describe lessons learned, including any things you would do differently next time.   
The major lesson learned was that students are using computer aids to enable them to 
solve homework problems to the extent that the aids are becoming a “crutch.”  For this 
reason, it appears that the transference of knowledge to novel situations is not 
occurring.  This lack of grasping the material at a level to promote transfer of knowledge 
evidences itself in the large gap between the homework grades and the quiz grades 
online.  As faculty, we have discussed the possibility of gradually restricting the ai ds that 
students can use in completing their homework on line to ensure that at some point, 
they are capable of performing more tasks independently. Based on the item analysis of  
objectives not mastered, more emphasis will be placed on the use of graphs to render 
the concepts more meaningful.  Also, more time will be spent enabling today’s learners 
to improve their memory skills.  Students are increasingly not able to remember 
formulas as was past tradition.  With the advent of the cell phone, students are more 
prone to look up needed information rather than rely on their memory.  Little 
information is being stored for later retrieval purposes. 
In terms of the no-cost resources used, the faculty is extremely pleased with all of the 
educational resources that were adopted for use. 
  
2.  Quotes 
These are sample student responses to using the “free” resources: 
 “I think it’s great that we don’t have to pay considering that we have other books to buy.  
I wouldn’t like carrying a book to class everyday also – purchasing a book does not mean 
the student will learn more.” 
 “ The free book gave us very easy access to materials instead of our having to wait for 
financial aid refunds to buy our textbook - then we are so far behind in the class.” 
 “ I felt as if I could focus on my studies more without having to worry about money.  This 
way, no one can use the excuse that they don’t have a textbook or they have to wait 
until their refunds drop to buy a book.” 
 “ I enjoy the free-cost, but prefer the ease of using a physical textbook.” 
3. Quantitative and Qualitative Measures 
3a. Overall Measurements 
Student Opinion of Materials  
Was the overall student opinion about the materials used in the course positive, 
neutral, or negative?  Extremely positive. 
Total number of students affected in this project: _173__ 
 Positive: __82_____ % of __146______ number of respondents 
 Neutral: ___0____ % of ___146_____ number of respondents 
 Negative: __18_____ % of __146______ number of respondents 
Student Learning Outcomes and Grades 
Was the overall comparative impact on student performance in terms of learning 
outcomes and grades in the semester(s) of implementation over previous 
semesters positive, neutral, or negative?  
The outcomes were positive in terms of students’ attitudes towards learning, but 
negative in terms of their performance rates. The limiting factor is that more 
students who are course repeaters are enrolled in these courses in the Spring 
semester than in the Fall. 
          Student outcomes should be described in detail in Section 3b.        
 
         Choose One:   
 ___       Positive: Higher performance outcomes measured over previous semester(s) 
 ___       Neutral: Same performance outcomes over previous semester(s) 
 __X_     Negative: Lower performance outcomes over previous semester(s)   
Student Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) Rates 
Was the overall comparative impact on Drop/Fail/Withdraw (DFW) rates in the 
semester(s) of implementation over previous semesters positive, neutral, or 
negative? Slightly negative. 
Drop/Fail/Withdraw Rate: 
_55______% of students, out of a total __173_____ students affected, 
dropped/failed/withdrew from the course in the final semester of implementation.  
Choose One:   
 ___     Positive: This is a lower percentage of students with D/F/W than previous 
semester(s) 
 ___     Neutral: This is the same percentage of students with D/F/W than previous 
semester(s) 
 __X_     Negative: This is a higher percentage of students with D/F/W than previous 
semester(s) ( That rate was 40%) 
3b. Narrative 
 In this section, summarize the supporting impact data that you are submitting, including 
all quantitative and qualitative measures of impact on student success and experience.  
Quantitative data used in this study consisted of the Pre-and Post-surveys that were 
administered to students. Students were also given common final examinations that 
were analyzed using item analyses. T-tests of the means were analyzed based on Fall 
2015 and Spring 2016 grades.  The average GPA was calculated and the pre- and post 
DFW comparisons were completed.   
  





Fall ’15 DWF 
Percent 
 Fall ’15 DWF 
Total 
 Spring ’16 DWF 
Percent 















Overall Impact 106 N: 263 
40% 
95 N:173  
55% 
 
o Course retention and completion rates 
With regards to the course completion rates, in the 2015 Fall Semester, 243 of 
263 enrolled students completed the course at a rate of 92%.  During the 
Spring 2016 Semester, 146 of 173 enrolled students completed the course for a 
course completion rate of 84%. 
 
o Average GPA 
 
The average GPA in College Algebra was 1.8 and in Precalculus it was 1.6. 
 
o Surveys, interviews, and other qualitative measures 
(See Attached) 
  
 Indicate any co-factors that might have influenced the outcomes for better or worse.   
 
The 15 percentage point difference in the fall to spring DWF rates is worth noting. 
Further analysis of the pre-test showed that 96% of enrolled students scored below 
the 70% proficiency threshold. This performance level showed that the students were 
underprepared for these courses.  Generally, in the spring semester these courses 
enroll a large number of students who are repeaters. The high dropout rates are also 
reflective of poor attendance. 
The majority of those students with WFs amassed more than 15 days of unexcused 
absences.  The low overall GPAs for students in these courses are indicative again of 
the distance that students had to advance to meet the course expectations in a 15 
week semester.  When asked what improvements could be made in the course, a 
common student response was to limit the number of homework exercises required.  
One student indicated feeling “overwhelmed.” Again, these expressions basically 
highlight students’ general need for more developmental mathematics in order to be 
prepared for the rigor of these courses.  We are continuing this study by examining 
the SAT Math scores of our Spring 2016 enrollees to better understand the students’ 
preparedness for college-level mathematics courses. 
An interesting contrast to these performance outcomes are the pre-and post-survey 
data that showed high student excitement and interest in having and using the free 
course resources.  Students indicated that the use of free materials motivated them to 
want to learn and enabled them to have a more positive attitude towards the course. 
However, their achievement data reflect the opposite – high failure rates.  
 When submitting your final report, as noted above, you will also need to provide the 
separate file of supporting data on the impact of your Textbook Transformation (surveys, 
analyzed data collected, etc.) 
 4. Sustainability Plan 
 Describe how your project team or department will offer the materials in the course(s) in 
the future, including the maintenance and updating of course materials.  
Future plans include the continuation of the model that has been implemented this Spring 2016 
Semester.  In fact, plans are underway to incorporate MATHXL into Bright Space to make it 
easier for students to access the system.  Also, this integration will enable faculty to have their 
grades in a single file. Plans are also underway to transform the Calculus I course in a similar 
manner.  Course materials will be maintained by members of this development team.  We will 
meet monthly throughout the semester to compare notes and to make proper revisions as 
needed.  Too, the team will work during the opening week of school to update the website 
containing open resources. 
5. Future Plans 
 Describe any impacts or influences this project has had on your thinking about or 
selection of learning materials in this and other courses that you will teach in the future.  
We will continue with this transformed course in subsequent semesters.  The project 
team has been positively impressed with the ease in which the MathXL system has been 
integrated into the portal here at FVSU.  We have had formidable support from the 
Pearson Team in terms of training us on the use of the system and explaining the details 
of the data that the system collects on students’ performances. As stated above, the next 
course to be transformed is Calculus I. 
 Describe any planned or actual papers, presentations, publications, or other professional 
activities that you expect to produce that reflect your work on this project.  
 Two papers are being prepared for publication in refereed journals.  We assisted Dr. 
Toppin with the two presentations that he made for Affordable Learning.  Two of us 
have received undergraduate research funding to mentor students through a research 
project for this summer.  This funding requires the student researchers to make   
presentations at Research Day, 2017.   This local program is sponsored by the Office of 
Undergraduate Research at Fort Valley State University.            
 
 
6.  Description of Photograph 
 List the names of the people in the separately uploaded photograph and their roles.  
 Left to Right: 
Dr. Josephine Davis, Professor, Subject matter expert 
Mrs. Bhavana Burell, Senior Lecturer, Subject matter expert 
Dr. Samuel Cartwright, Subject matter expert 
Dr. Shadreck Chitsonga, Subject matter expert 
 
 
 
  
